
TOLETTE is a concentrated, viscous, fast acting toilet cleaner, descaler and 
deodoriser. Tolette is safe for use on stainless steel, copper, brass
and chrome fittings

ADVANTAGES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

 Use to clean, brighten and descale, toilets, urinals, sinks and 
fittings in schools, nursing homes, hospitals, hotels, offices and 
factories 
 
May also be used to remove scale and soap scum from tiles and 
grouting around showers and changing rooms. 
 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Apply Tolette undiluted paying particular attention to the area 
beneath the toilet rimHold can upright

2. Leave for 20 minutes, agitate stubborn deposits and flush away
3. Apply Tolette daily to maintain the appearance and finish of all 

sanitary ware. For persistent scale a second application may be 
required

4. Do not mix with bleach or other toilet cleaners

Viscous 3 in 1 toilet cleaner, descaler and deodouriser

Inhibited phosphoric and sulphuric acid blend that is effective 
and safe to use on stainless steel, copper, chrome and all other 
toilet and washroom metals and alloys

Use as supplied, contains 12% phosphoric acid

Suitable for use in all toilet and washroom areas

Unique patented, fast acting formula provides outstanding 
performance

Pleasantly fragranced
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Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance

TOLETTE 
Premium thickened toilet and urinal cleaner and descaler
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TOLETTE 
Premium thickened toilet and urinal cleaner and descaler

PRECAUTIONS

Avoid spilling, skin and eye contact. Do not mix with bleach. 

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

Store in tightly closed original container in a dry and cool place. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety Data sheet available separately.

TECHNICAL DATA

APPEARANCE Viscous Liquid

COLOUR Blue

SOLUBILITY Soluble in water

RELATIVE DENSITY 1.10 @ 25 °c

pH-VALUE 1

PACK SIZE 1 litre, 5 litre

DRAIN CLEAR 
Concentrated liquid pipe and drain 

opener

CHEMICAL TOILET 
ADDITIVE 

Additive for chemical and recirculating 
toilet systems

DESOLVE 
Granular drain maintainer and opener

S3 SUPERMAX 
WASHROOM CLEANER 
Universal daily washroom cleaner, 

descaler and sanitiser
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